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[1] The plaintiff’s claim for damages in this action alleges the defendant failed to 

account for profits earned while the parties carried on the business of an internet-

driven animal supplies business. The plaintiff also seeks disgorgement of profits 

earned by the defendant following the termination of the agreement on the basis the 

defendant wrongfully continued to carry on business using the plaintiff’s customer 

list, website and database. 

[2] This is the plaintiff’s application to: 

a) settle the terms and conditions, if any, that should attach to the production 

of documents under the order of Rice J. made October 30, 2009; and, 

b) compel the defendant to produce certain documents important to the proof 

of the plaintiff’s case in the proceeding. 

[3] Counsel broke down the plaintiff’s requests into three separate classes of 

documents. These are: 

a. The unaltered copy in machine readable format of the database 
customers (inclusive of sales information) of the website 
CanadaVet.com as it existed on April 30, 2009, as per the Order of 
Mr. Justice Rice made October 30, 2009; and a copy of the customer 
database (inclusive of sales information) of the website 
CannaCreek.com, as it existed as at October 30, 2009; 

b. Bank statements of the Defendant’s Bank of Montreal account for any 
accounts held by the Defendant to the date of Trial; 

c. Pharmacy Administrator Reports: 

(i) for CanadaVet.com, showing weekly sales and costs of goods 
and profits, for the first five months of 2009; and 

(ii) for CannaCreek.com, showing weekly sales and costs of 
goods and profits, for 2009 and 2010. 

[4] The parties carried on business under a Profit Sharing Agreement (the 

“Agreement”) outlining their respective responsibilities. 

[5] The plaintiff, a British Virgin Islands corporation, was responsible for 

procuring product and attending to most aspects of the identification, warehousing, 

packaging, shipping and management of the sales side of the enterprise. 
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[6] The defendant was responsible for management of the domain name e-mail 

address, collection of all revenues, and management of the website. The defendant 

was also responsible for creating a client base for CanadaVet.com and providing 

ongoing marketing support. It also maintained a website for the purposes of 

promoting product sales. 

[7] Profits from this enterprise were to be shared 50% to each of the plaintiff and 

defendant. 

[8] In 2007 to 2008 the plaintiff became concerned that revenues from sales 

were not sufficient to cover the costs of sales. The plaintiff eventually obtained a 

reconciliation in a draft financial statement showing the plaintiff was owed $224,000 

from the business, whereas the defendant had been overpaid by $106,000. The 

plaintiff argues the defendant was in control of the bank accounts and was diverting 

cash to its own purposes. 

[9] The plaintiff terminated the Agreement on April 30, 2009, and is seeking 

damages, in part, for the defendant’s failure to deliver the database back to it, and 

for using the customer list for a competing website. 

[10] The Agreement provided a mechanism for separating the assets of the 

business in the event the agreement was ended. That term was: 

4.2 (b) Unless other arrangements have been made, W3 (the Defendant) will 
deliver to Vetshop (the Plaintiff) all customer lists and customer records and 
any other information reasonably necessary (such as delegating domain 
names, and providing access codes) to allow VetShop to continue to operate 
business. 

[11] On October 30, 2009, Justice Rice ordered: 

4. The Defendant shall deliver up to counsel for the Plaintiff the 
customer databases of the website CanadaVet.com as it existed on April 30, 
2009; 

5. The Defendant shall deliver up to counsel for the Plaintiff the 
customer databases of the website CannaCreek.com as it exists as at the 
date hereof. 
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[12] This order was successfully appealed, in part. The Chief Justice of B.C. said, 

in Animal Welfare International Inc. v. W3 International Media Ltd., 2010 BCCA 406: 

The only remaining question is as to the terms or conditions that should 
attach to the production of the documents in question. 

In my view, that is an issue that ought properly to be left to the trial court, 
whether a case management judge, which is said to be a possibility, or 
otherwise a judge in chambers. I would allow the appeal to the extent that the 
terms and conditions were not addressed in the order made in the court 
below and I would remit that issue to the trial court. 

[13] The defendant argues that conditions or terms should be attached to the 

order of Rice J., and those terms should include: 

1. The requested CanadaVet.com data should be referred to a technical 
expert who would obscure all of the private information of customers of 
Canadavet and code each such entry. 

2. The requested CannaCreek.com data should be referred to a technical 
expert who would obscure all of the private information of customers of 
CannaCreek.com and code each such entry. 

3. Those customers whose codes appear on each list would then be 
identified in a list to be produced by the expert to the parties. 

[14] The defendant argues the customers of CannaCreek.com have important 

privacy concerns in that their credit card details, names and addresses should not 

be produced to the plaintiff. It argues the plaintiff is a British Virgin Island company 

with no employees, assets or actual place of business in British Columbia and that 

the implied undertaking as to non-disclosure of the private details of customers 

would provide no real protection. 

[15] On this basis it proposed a process that could be used to eliminate 

confidential information from the requested documents prior to delivery to the 

plaintiff. It argued that anonymity would not prejudice the plaintiff in any way and 

would protect the confidentiality of the customers’ information. It said this process 

should be paid for by the plaintiff. 
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[16] The plaintiff submits the customer lists and attendant details are the property 

of the plaintiff and there is no reason to deny the plaintiff access to that information. 

The plaintiff also submits the implied undertaking is sufficient to protect the privacy 

rights of any third parties whose personal information may be disclosed. It cited the 

defendant’s privacy policy and agreement with its customers that indicates personal 

information may be disclosed in the course of litigation. 

[17] The plaintiff also asserts its principals are professionals, and there is no basis 

for a concern regarding misuse of the information. 

[18] The defendant has proposed a process by which the electronic data ordered 

to be produced by Rice J. can be redacted or filtered to prevent unnecessary 

disclosure of personal private information. Counsel argues that the data includes 

names, addresses, e-mail addresses, credit card information, order and payment 

information and that delivery of same will give the plaintiff one of the remedies being 

pursued in this claim. The plaintiff suggests there could be as many as 30,000 to 

40,000 customers involved, and the cost of vetting the information could be 

substantial. 

[19] Privacy concerns in relation to document production are largely addressed on 

a case by case basis. Specific responses to privacy issues will relate to the needs of 

a particular situation. However, it is clear the privacy concerns of third parties are to 

be considered and balanced in determining the scope of document discovery. 

Privacy rights of third parties are not absolute: Richard v. British Columbia, 

2009 BCCA 77, at para. 29. 

[20] The implied undertaking should be sufficient to control the use of confidential 

information obtained during the discovery process. 

[21] The court has the discretion to impose terms on the method of production to 

protect underlying privacy concerns. There must be some evidence that the party 

whose information is to be protected had an expectation of confidentiality vis-à-vis 
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the customer’s information at issue: B.C. Bottle Depot Association v. Encorp Pacific 

(Canada), 2009 BCSC 403 [B.C. Bottle], at para. 61. In B.C. Bottle, Griffin J. said: 

[61] Encorp argued that since the information in its possession relevant to 
the claims by BDA contains confidential information of third parties, the BDA 
members, it was the obligation of BDA to obtain written authorizations from 
each of its members for the release of the information by Encorp or, 
alternatively, that it was the obligation of BDA to obtain the information from 
its members itself. There are two flaws in this argument. First, there is no 
such obligation on BDA to first obtain authorizations from each depot. This 
lawsuit is between BDA and Encorp based on BDA's allegations that Encorp 
breached the Funding Agreement with it. The starting position is that BDA is 
entitled to its normal discovery rights from Encorp. Second, Encorp has not 
established on the evidence that there was any expectation of confidentiality 
vis-à-vis individual depot operators who were members of the BDA, and 
BDA itself. 

[22] The defence argued the plaintiff really has no roots in British Columbia, and 

suggested there is a concern the implied undertaking might be meaningless. The 

plaintiff has two principals: one is a veterinarian in Australia and the other is a 

solicitor in Queensland. Counsel for the plaintiff urged on the Court the standing of 

these persons is evidence that there will be no breach of the undertaking. 

[23] An order addressing the privacy concerns in this case should endeavour to 

consider the need to protect the privacy interests of third parties. Preventing the 

general disclosure of sensitive information of third parties, such as addresses and 

credit card information, where production is not necessary in advancing the litigation, 

would appear to be a prudent step in protecting these interests. This may be 

protected by the implied undertaking. I am satisfied it is not necessary to order 

redacting particularly sensitive information in this proceeding. In addition to the 

reasons noted above, I have considered the object of the Rules and the principle of 

proportionality set out at Rule 1-3(2). 

[24] I am prepared to exercise my discretion and order that Mark Perissinotto and 

Steven Perissinotto, two directors of the plaintiff referred to by counsel in argument, 

sign confidentiality agreements providing for the protection of any third party 

information contained in the documents referred to in paragraphs 4 and 5 of the 
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order of Mr. Justice Rice. The documents will be delivered to the plaintiff within 

seven days of receipt of the signed confidentiality agreements. 

The Pharmacy Administration Reports 

[25] The plaintiff has come into possession of a document captioned with the 

words “Pharmacy Administrator” (the “Report”). This document seems to disclose 

sales, costs and profit for the period January 1 to April 25, 2009. The plaintiff argues 

this document has been generated by a computer and contains the very information 

it requires to prove damages in this action. It argues the reference to profit on this 

report is likely the measure of its loss as claimed in this proceeding. 

[26] The defendant says there is confusion surrounding the plaintiff’s application 

for these documents. Mr. Armstrong referred to “tables” rather than reports and said 

that no application was made for reports. 

[27] The defendant deposed that no pharmacy administrator reports were created 

by the defendant prior to the inception of this litigation. Ms. Wong for the defendant 

said: 

28. I have prepared certain documents for my counsel since the inception 
of this litigation and I understand those documents are privileged. 

[28] The affidavit of Ms. Wong does not, in my view, establish a claim to privilege 

over the Report or any other documents described as Pharmacy Administration 

Reports. She made no reference to the Report in her affidavit. There is nothing on 

the report to indicate it had been created for litigation purposes. Ms. Wong does not 

describe the source of this report, nor does she say where the information in the 

report might have come from. 

[29] Further, Ms. Wong mentioned preparing a document for her counsel but she 

did not suggest that she created any documents for the purpose of this litigation; she 

simply said she prepared certain documents for counsel, without reference to the 

Report being the document she prepared. 
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[30] Ms. Wong was clearly wrong when she says no pharmacy administrator 

reports were prepared; one is produced by the plaintiff in the Volkow affidavit. I am 

not certain if Ms. Wong’s response is part of a semantic exercise to avoid production 

of certain information by distinguishing tables from reports. I take from her silence 

that the data in the Report, if not the document itself, is in the possession of the 

defendant and capable of being produced. 

[31] Information in electronic form is producible as a document pursuant to the 

Supreme Court Civil Rules. 

[32] The definition of “document” pursuant to the Rules is broad. It states that a 

document: 

... has an extended meaning and includes a photograph, film, recording of 
sound, any record of a permanent or semi-permanent character and any 
information recorded or stored by means of any device. 

Any information recorded or stored by means of any device is consistent with case 

law that has identified electronic material as a document subject to production. 

[33] In Ireland v. Low, 2006 BCSC 393, Mr. Justice Joyce held: 

[6] I am satisfied that electronic data stored on a computer’s hard drive or 
other magnetic storage device fall within the definition of “document” under 
the Rules of Court (see Northwest Mettech Corp. v. Metcom Services Ltd., 
[1996] B.C.J. No. 1915 (S.C.-Master) and Prism Hospital Software Inc. v. 
Hospital Medical Records Institute, [1991] B.C.J. No. 3732 (S.C.)). 

[34] Similarly, in Baldwin Janzen Insurance Services (2004) Ltd. v. Janzen, 

2006 BCSC 554, Madam Justice Humphries held, at para. 28, “There is no dispute 

that data and information in electronic form are documents. ...” 

[35] On the face of the evidence in this application, some data capable of 

generating a revenue, expense and profit statement likely exists in the possession of 

the defendant. 

[36] I have concluded the defendant must produce to the plaintiff a copy of the 

electronic data storage medium containing the information in the possession or 
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control of the defendant and used to generate the Report or capable of generating 

similar reports. If the defendant has paper copies of documents containing the sales, 

cost and profit information, those documents must be produced. However, if the 

information is stored on an electronic device it is the electronic version of the 

information that is to be produced in any event. 

The Bank Statements 

[37] The parties have agreed that I should make an order for the production of the 

defendant’s Bank of Montreal account for the period January 2010 to the date of 

trial. I make that order by consent. 

Additional Documents 

[38] Mr. Millar did not argue the details of the outstanding requests in the notice of 

application. The plaintiff asked the Court to order the defendant to prepare and 

deliver a second affidavit verifying its lists of documents on the basis that such an 

order would compel the defendant to meet its obligations without enumerating and 

arguing the specifics. The plaintiff’s application did not contain an application for an 

order under Rule 9-1(5). The defendant took the position that an order for delivery of 

a further affidavit should not be made in the absence of an application. 

[39] I am not prepared to make such an order at this time without prior notice to 

the defendant. 

[40] The parties have liberty to apply to clarify the terms of the order. 

[41] The plaintiff will have its costs of this application in the cause. 

“Armstrong J.” 
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